Teacher: Burns King

Subject: Science Lesson Plans
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Week of: May 11- May 15, 2020
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G.5 S.6 C.3 P.06 I can
understand the relationships
of the Earth, and the other
objects in our Solar System.
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G.5 S.6 C.3 P.06 I can understand
the relationships of the Earth, and
the other objects in our Solar
System.

Essential
Learning/Big
Idea/Essential
Questions

How did the craters form on
the Moon?
How is the Moon’s Surface
different from that of the
Earth?
The Earth has three things that
are not found on the Moon.
What are they?

What are the eight phases of
the Moon?
Compare and Contrast the
appearance of the Moon
during its full-moon phase to
other phases that happen?
A day on the Moon is how
long in Earth Days?

Exp. #1: An Astronomical Unit
of Measure, called a (AU), is
about 149,600,000 Km. This is
the distance between the
Earth & the Sun. Question: If
an object is 4 (AU) from Earth,
How far is it?
Exp. #2: The Moon is about
221,000 Miles from Earth at its
closest point. To get an idea of
how far that is, run or walk
221 steps at home, in your
yard, or in the Community of
Fountain Hills. Each one of
those 221 steps will now
represent 1,000 Miles in total?
Do the Math & Science
Reasoning, and send what the
answer is to me on Google
Classroom Docs.?

On a night when you see a
full-moon, where are the
Moon, Sun, and the Earth
relative to each other in
Space?
What are two ways Scientist
classify stars? (Group them,
Name them)
What separates the Inner
Planets from the Outer
Planets?

What are some
Characteristics of the “Gas”
Planets?
Why haven’t Scientists
found life on other Planets
in the Solar System?
Why are Scientists looking to
travel to Space by using a
newly designed craft called
the “Orbital Space Plane”?
Exp. #3: Future Argument
for the U.S. Government &
NASA: Question: Which
planet of the Solar System,
as we know it, from Mercury
to Pluto, should people from
Earth Move to, Colonize,
Explore new territory to
extreme depths, and take
over locations of our new
home-planet, if Earth
suddenly has major
problems, and cannot be
lived on anymore?

Resources

Harcourt Textbooks, Google
Research engine on-line, Mr.
King’s personal research.
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Lesson Foundations

Focus Standard
Objective
Sub-objectives

Closure

Independent Learning

Guided Practice

Focus Lesson

Vocabulary

Sun, rotate, axis, revolve, orbit,
equator, Moon, crater, Moon
Phase, eclipse, refraction, star,
Solar System, constellation,
Earth, planets, universe,
galaxy.
Teacher demonstrates lesson’s
vocabulary and definitions.
Teacher show’s how to write
clip notes, highlight key points,
and prepare for notes in the
lesson.

Sun, rotate, axis, revolve,
orbit, equator, Moon, crater,
Moon Phase, eclipse,
refraction, star, Solar System,
constellation, Earth, planets,
universe, galaxy.
Teacher demonstrates
lesson’s vocabulary and
definitions. Teacher show’s
how to write clip notes,
highlight key points, and
prepare for notes in the
lesson.

Sun, rotate, axis, revolve,
orbit, equator, Moon, crater,
Moon Phase, eclipse,
refraction, star, Solar System,
constellation, Earth, planets,
universe, galaxy.
Teacher demonstrates lesson’s
vocabulary and definitions.
Teacher shows how to write
clip notes, highlight key points,
and prepare for notes in the
lesson.

Sun, rotate, axis, revolve,
orbit, equator, Moon, crater,
Moon Phase, eclipse,
refraction, star, Solar System,
constellation, Earth, planets,
universe, galaxy.
Teacher demonstrates
lesson’s vocabulary and
definitions. Teacher shows
how to write clip notes,
highlight key points, and
prepare for notes in the
lesson.

We do
You do together

Teacher and students work
together to make sense of
lessons essential questions and
vocabulary. Students and
Teacher record answers in our
class notebooks.

Teacher and students work
together to make sense of
lessons essential questions
and vocabulary. Students and
Teacher record answers in
our class notebooks.
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You do

Students then use Team-Time
and Partner-Time to discuss
essential questions again with
partners, and sometimes with
the teacher individually.
Homework is also assigned for
extra learning on Essential
Questions.
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Students then use Team-Time
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partners, and sometimes with
the teacher individually.
Homework is also assigned
for extra learning on Essential
Questions

Why was it so important to the
United States to land on the
Moon before any other
country ie: Russia could do it?

How did the Ancient Indians
learn to use the Moon
Phases to Plant and Harvest
food for their people?

How can our government ever
solve the problem of distance
travel in Space to benefit Mankind faster in traveling for
future survival?

How have other Space
objects proven useful to
mankind ie: Stars, asteroids,
and eclipses?

Connections
I Do (Teacher
Model)

Sun, rotate, axis, revolve, orbit,
equator, Moon, crater, Moon
Phase, eclipse, refraction, star,
Solar System, constellation,
Earth, planets, universe, galaxy.

Teacher demonstrates
lesson’s vocabulary and
definitions. Teacher shows
how to write clip notes,
highlight key points, and
prepare for notes in the
lesson.
Teacher and students work
together to make sense of
lessons essential questions
and vocabulary. Students
and Teacher record answers
in our class notebooks.
Students then use TeamTime and Partner-Time to
discuss essential questions
again with partners, and
sometimes with the teacher
individually. Homework is
also assigned for extra
learning on Essential
Questions
My Dear 5th Graders! It has
been quite a year! Needless
to say I will miss every one
of you. I want you to
remember one thing that
Mr. King quotes from
Einstein every day…” Never,
never give up? You won’t
succeed until you try…”
Good Luck future 6th
Graders! Go discover the
real you?!

Homework

The Students will write 5
minute ticket out the door
homework assessments to
answer the “Big essential
question of the day”.
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